emesis

noun | em-e-sis | \em-a-sas, -me-

plural: em-eses | \em-ə-sez\n
Medical Definition of EMESIS

: vomiting
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What made you want to look up *emesis*? Please tell us where you read or heard it (including the quote, if possible).
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**Jessica Willard** - Brookings, Oregon
I read it on a friends post on FB
Like · Reply · Jul 26, 2017 9:37am

**Jim Miles** - Owner at EOM
Lady's answer on Family Fued. Question was what's another word for throwing up?
Like · Reply · Jun 13, 2017 3:48pm

**James Meyer** - Professor Emeritus at St. Gregory's University
I wanted the accepted pronunciation
Like · Reply · May 12, 2016 1:07pm

**David S. Peterson**
I came across this word while researching scuba diving
Like · Reply · May 8, 2016 10:37am

**Mark Jason Alcala** - Writer at The Inquisitr
Oh, I'm writing an article about apps used to detect or prevent food poisoning. One of the app's name is nEmesis and a source said it's cleverly derived from a medical term emesis. Had to look it up.
Thanks.
Like · Reply · Apr 30, 2016 2:07am
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